2022-2023 Board Nominees
President-Elect – Tiffani Robertson, Governors State University
Please accept this statement as my acceptance and willingness to serve as the PresidentElect for IACRAO. I was shocked and humbled when I was told that I was being considered
for this role. I want to start this statement with a little bit of background on my journey in
higher education. I began my time working in higher education as a student worker 19 years
ago. At the time, I was enrolled in the Networking Communications Management program at
DeVry University. The goal once I graduated was to obtain a position in the IT field. Well, the
universe had different plans. When I realized time was winding down and I was getting closer
to graduation, I took a chance and applied for a full time position at DeVry University’s Online
Division. Being a student worker for two years opened my eyes as to how much work, people,
and resources go into running an institution and I was happy to be a part of that process. So,
why not work in higher education? Two weeks before graduation, I was offered a full-time
position at DeVry. That began my now 17-year, full-time stint in higher education and I
honestly cannot think of being in any other field. I began as a Transfer Credit Coordinator and
an Associate Director in Enrollment Management. Whether it is helping students get their
credits transferred or walking them through the admissions process, I truly love being a piece
of the puzzle to helping students through their academic journeys.
About six years into my career, I was encouraged to become a member of IACRAO. I was
told that the organization would allow me to build professional development skills while
learning from others and networking. That was all true, but my experience has been so much more. Since joining IACRAO, I
have presented several times, served as District Co-Chair, EEO, and Communications Manager. Additionally, I have
developed valuable relationships with so many in the field. What I have learned and gained as a member of IACRAO is truly
invaluable. The organization has not only provided me with professional development, but personal development as well. I
believe my experiences both at the state and national level have adequately prepared me for the role of President-Elect for
IACRAO.

Treasurer-Elect – Geoffrey Glowacki, Kishwaukee College
I have worked in the Illinois community college system for over 7 years and currently serve as
Registrar at Kishwaukee College. Prior to coming to Kish I served in a number of different roles
in the records office at Triton College. I have been an IACRAO member since 2018 and
presented at the 2019 and 2022 annual conferences. IACRAO has given me an opportunity to
network, learn new skills, and develop professionally. I’m grateful for the friendships I’ve
formed through IACRAO and look forward to serving the organization.

